


Who We Are
Goodwipes is a progressive, and eco-friendly take on disposable wipes, 
supporting the the on-the-go lifestyles of today’s busy and active 
consumers!
 
We do what we do for one simple reason… to inspire others to Do More, 
Feel Good, and Live Clean! Life is about experiences, and, if you ask us, 
the more the merrier! :)
 
We’re bullish on BRAND & believe that creative is the variable.
 
Say goodbye to uncomfortable bathroom talk. Goodwipes is building a 
brand world that puts the consumer first. By doing this, we are breaking 
through previously taboo hygiene topics and building a culture and a 
community around what was once considered an ‘embarrassing’ 
commodity.
 
Our energy, authenticity & cheekiness allow us to delight our consumers 
at every touch-point (& every nook and cranny) throughout their brand 
experience, all while having fun and doing GOOD!



That good good stuff. 

Curiosity - A mind is like a parachute. It doesn’t 
work if it doesn’t open. 

Empowerment - We rise by lifting others. 

Doing - Hard work works. 

Empathy - Find yourself in everyone. Turn 
judgement & criticism into empathy & grace. 

Friends - Turn every relationship into a friendship.  

Positivity - Good vibes only. Positivity is con-
tageous. Never underestimate your wake.  

Integrity in Communication - Always value 
your own opinion & the opinions of others; 
Listen to understand, not to reply. 

Vibes
We are hustlers who share in each 
other’s success, are constantly 
collaborating and always strive to 
exceed the expectations of everyone 
we work with. 

We work hard and we goof hard too. 
You’ll love our entrepreneurial spirit 
and awesome workplace culture. 

If this sounds right for you, keep 
scrolling & apply below! If this isn’t 
exactly your thing, but you know 
someone who might be the right fit, 
please spread the good word and 
send them our way! 

The Goodwipes Scoop.

Core Values





Openings
DIGIAL MARKETING & COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT INTERN

Are you enthusiastic about both social media & 
real-world communities (ATL in particular)??

Are you constantly exploring Instagram, looking 
for new, exciting & inspirational accounts and 
brands?

Do you enjoy writing and coming up with fun, witty 
& random copy for your social platforms?

Do you have an eye for design/photography & 
appreciate visually-appealing content?
 
Are you always looking to make a friend and 
engage in authentic conversations & interactions? 

Are you driven & organized? A serious go-getter 
who is comfortable working both on their own and 
collaboratively within teams? A problem-solver 
who appreciates a challenge? 

As the Digital Marketing & 
Community Development Intern, 
you’ll be responsible for supporting 
the team through caption-writing, 
social media outreach, content 
creation & distribution, event 
coordination and community 
building.  

If you’re interested in all of these 
things and joining an awesome 
team in helping to build and 
maintain a killer brand-world, then 
we want to chat!!

Got your attention? Hop over to the 
next page for app info & additional 
deets!

Join Our Team 



START DATE:
May 1

END DATE: 
August 1

AVAILABILITY:
10AM-4PM Monday-Friday

COMPENSATION:
Monthly stipend of $500

ADDITIONAL:
Cool with field work/street teaming it up + potential 

travel 

Must like coffee, loud noises/personalities, 
excitable people + silliness.

(Indian food + wings a plus)

Deets

RES-UH-MAYBE (Resume, portfolio, proj-
ects - anything you think is relevant and 
shows us who you are and what you’re all 
about. Any of these or all!)

TALK TO US
Let us know a bit abut yourself and why 
you’re interested in the position and 
joining our team! 

We like fun and random tid bits, so no 
need to be too formal or structured here. 
You do you. 
   
 **This can be delivered in written form, 
or better yet, a via a short video (on your 
phone, nothing crazy) for bonus points! 

SEND THE GOODS/QUESTIONS/JOKES/
GRAMS TO:
Charlie - 850.524.8500
charlie@goodwipes.com

Application




